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About This Content

The DLC package contains 2 special resource cards which can be redeemed for a small boost to help Harkyn get started:
● Attribute Points Card

Play this card to achieve 2 additional Attribute Points.
● Potion Card

Play this card to achieve 1 additional health potion.
The resource cards will be added to the inventory of each of your characters / savegames as soon as the DLC is installed. By

using a resource card you will be rewarded with the corresponding resource and the card gets destroyed.
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Title: Lords of the Fallen - The Foundation Boost
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
CI Games, Deck 13
Publisher:
CI Games
Franchise:
Lords of the Fallen
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7 (SP1) or Windows 8 (only 64 bit OSs

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400 @ 2.66Ghz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 @ 3.0Ghz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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lords of the fallen - the foundation boost

A very bland game. I had high hopes this would be as entertaining or intriguing as GORN or SUPERHOT VR, but instead it
turned out to be shallow as hell. You cannot throw a lot of objects, there is no music, and it does not have variety at all. Overall,
it didn't hook me at the beginning, and playing through just a little bit did not even catch my attention.

P.S. Don't mix politics with games, unless it's something like Democracy 3.. Why play the game some more? I don't need to, it's
just a rail shooter. They're all the same, and they're all boring.. I went there for the story.
It was pretty hard.. I'd like to imagine that this was an actual acid trip that the employees of Stegersaurus had.. There isn't really
much to say about this game, because there isn't actually anything to do. You can litterly only do bowling, and sit on some
chairs. For a game that's supposed to come out in 3 months, it's really concerning. Everything is either coming soon or a concept
art gallery. You can colour your avatar too so that's cool I guess, but there is nothing to do.

Just one question for the devs:
Why would you release a game in this state? It's basically committing steam suicide.

Quick side note: Game runs fine on high for me, running an R9 290 at ~60fps most of the time, but really, for a game with this
little to do, it should run fine.. Early Early Alpha...while I don't disagree that the game has potential, you would be best served to
wait until some basic, core functionality has been bug-fixed.

Developers, it's a game-breaking bug when playing with a friend if you can't craft at the same time. As it stands, if you are
crafting in any device, be it an anvil or whatever, and your friend is doing the same, you will take their items from what they are
doing. So if they are hammering out steel plates, their steel ingots will magically appear in your inventory and out of their anvil..
Spellforce 2 - demons of the past

This last expansion gave me a cringefest of bugs, glitches, crappy story layout and its poor design choices.

First map of the campaign:
-The lich(boss unit) walks down to your base and starts whacking your towers you cannot kill him because his health would
always stop to certain point preventing his death.

-The side quest in this map is almost unbearable I had to build 120 towers on the map just to find the location where to go and
one certain side quest which you need to find a dog. It had me searching for more than 20 minutes until eventually I gave up and
so searched on the net for it. The dog was hiding in one of my buildings that I've just built, there was no notification where the
dog was even though I had the whole map covered the game didn't give me a tip where to find the Lil'♥♥♥♥♥. This sort of
quest you will encounter alot in this expansion big map no notification.

Second map of the campaign stepping stones:

This part of the campaign is just dumb its basically a series of mini games in more of which requires you to wait for 30 minutes
before doing anything and after completing particular objective you have to wait 20 minutes more to progress. When you think
the worst has come to pass there came the worst puzzle game I ever encounter click the right objects to proceed with no tips or
guide provided.

Overall there was tons of bad stuff to be found but the major insult from this expansion was that a darkelf/norcaine has a
misshapen head to its former body. Spellforce 2 demons of the past could've been better than its last expansion but it wasn't,
nothing have been improve and it only gotten worse.

3/10 Bad experience
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I have had my share of fun pugs and toxic pugs and overall this is a good platform for competitive CS. A lot of people on here
can get cocky though, but in my experience as long as you are friendly and a decent player you should be okay.. ok first off i
love where the game is going, fight giant monsters in an arena where you not only have to fight a collosal machine or whatnot,
but you have to watch out for obsticals and stuff. dont be discouraged by all the negative reviews, all things considered this is an
indie game. its not gonna have all the top of the line graphics or controls like all the major companies have so dont dis it just
cause you cant get passed a few levels. this game is still under development and honestly im liking the potential im seeing in this
game.

A few suggestions;
tone down the choppers-already done with recent update
maybe work on third person view that folows the crosshairs (its easier to aim if the screen moves with the plane)
a way to flip when your upsidown- it gets very confusing being upsidown
repair powerups, for when you have a bad case of broken wing
multiplayer boss fights, co-op and\/or versus
some story, i wanna know why these things are here, like some evil organization unleashing their superweapons (would explain
the choppers)
Pause feature, exploding and starting over isnt the best feature

Im Ive got a youtube channel and i want to feature this game on it as well as watch it grow.. Good Old Sierra games for the
newbies, in a shell ? ( ^^ Can't wait to try out the sequels. ). I have a controller and a keyboard and this game is trash.
Sorry, it's the truth
. I had a rather negative impression of the game at first, but after some improvements have been made I now find it much better.
What I like is:
+ cool music
+ it's cheap
+ it's nice to have something more interactive to study Kanji with
+ there are new modes being added so that you can use it both for testing your present knowledge of Kanji and learn new ones
in smaller sets

Some drawbacks:

- you can't create your own sets
- it finishes the exercise after you match around 70% of the characters and there is no option to continue even if you'd like to
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